Nunawading Cricket Club - Round 5
Welcome to season 2011 to 2012


Presidents Report
Again it has been a busy two weeks on and off the field.
Our Senior Teams are all positioned reasonably well with one game remaining before the
Christmas Break. It seems poor weather on weekends is directly related to our position in
the game after day one. If only we got on the ground in at least one of them, it would be 6
points instead of 2.
I need to mention the excellent season Kevin Rosemeyer is having captaining the 3rds this
year. Not only are the team doing well, but individually Kevin has scored an amazing
amount of runs this far. This effort is not a fluke. Kevin respects good bowling, punishes
bad bowling, but also demonstrates the art of putting a price on your wicket and battening
with patience. Great job Kev, keep it going.,

Subs Due
now, speak
with the
committee
to arrange
payment or a
payment
plan.

On Friday December 2, the Juniors hosted a Grandparents Night. This was an opportunity
for family members of the Junior Players to come along and watch/support their child
without having to coach, man the bar, cook the BBQ etc.
This was a great night. It was really well organised and catered. In addition for those who
there, witnessed a great team win by the Under 12 side. Also there was a catch taken by a
Nunawading Under 12 player that could be described as very, very special.
Unfortunately, the night was not well supported by the Senior players in the club. Only 3
Senior Players put in an appearance. We need our juniors staying at the club and becoming
Senior Cricketers. Our numbers are not that great that we can afford to disregard the
juniors. All good sides in the BHRDCA have, or have had a really thriving junior program.
These junior players today are I hope, our senior leaders in the future.

PLATINUM SPONSOR

Off the field, we have finally installed an evaporative air conditioner, which was put to good
use last night after training.
We have also submitted a grant to acquire defibrillators. Before you chuckle, there are
many players at the club on the wrong side of 40/50, in addition, there is a diverse age
bracket of people playing other sports or spectating.
As Christmas approaches at rapid speed, I would like to wish all members and families and
very safe and happy Christmas. If you travelling or partying please take good care of
yourselves
Regards Greg Clark

A Note from the Treasurer

**Subs for 2011- 2012**
$300 if paid before Round 1
$320 if paid before Round 3
$350 if paid after Round 3

PLATINUM SPONSOR

Guys please remember that you
can start paying your subs off
now! This will help to ease the
burden later in the season. Make
it easy on Derek and the
Committee by making part
payments by EFT now.

The Bank details are:
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Nunawading Social Corner
Here are some upcoming events.

$1,000 raffle

December 17th - Tickets are $50 each, or 2 for $80.

Seniors

The club is continuing with
the Club Champion Award in
which training sessions
count towards the trophy.

Training

Now that the season has commenced, training at
the club returns back to normal.
That’s 5.30 to 7.30 Tuesday and Thursdays
For those that don’t know (or have forgotten).
Great way to get fit, improve those skills and perhaps
produce that match winning performance on Saturday.

$1,000 Raffle

Nunawading Cricket Club
$1,000 Raffle
Saturday 17th December
NCC Clubrooms
138A Mahoneys Road, Forest Hill
Licensed bar
Kickoff at 7.30pm
Tickets $50 or 2 for $80
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At The Bar
Good to see a change this round with the first week
being washed out instead of the second week. This
gave a few of the Nuna boys the chance to sit
around the club, have a few beers, watch the golf
and talk rubbish. Of course this was led by none
other then Lordy and Willy D who settled in around
12.30pm and kept the couches warm to the start of
the annual Nuna Texas Holdem Porker night. The
only problem was that they managed to drink the
fridge dry of VB, which upset Stu greatly. At least
week 2 saw some action and it was good to see 4
out of 5 sides get a win. It was also good to hear
that Lordy survived his work xmas party without
loosing his job but he did turn up to the game
looking like he had had only 1 hours sleep and this
was no more evident then when he fell asleep
during the Nuna innings.

Danny walked away the winner again, and was nice
enough to shout everyone a drink, Gareth came 2nd
and Ken came 3rd. A big thanks to Stu for
organising and running the poker night, Maxie for
manning the bar and everyone who came down to
support the night.

There was a 21st held in the Nuna clubrooms last
Saturday night and being a girls 21st 3 of Nuna’s
most eligible bachelors (Monty, Lordy and Hubble)
and one creepy old man (Stu) decided it was there
duty to man the bar. The night went along nicely
with Lordy being laughed at by everyone coming up
to the bar for looking rubbish, while Hubble poured
some of the worst beers you have ever seen and
was fined for his effort. As the night went on the girls
warmed up to the boys behind the bar and Hubble
was even allowed to wear a few of their masks. As
The Nuna Texas Holdem Porker night was held in
the night finished all of the boys agreed that there
the clubrooms on Nov 26th. There was a good turn
was one standout girl and luckily so came over to
up considering the shocking weather, we had 18
the bar to have a good chat with the boys (she just
people sit down to play with a handful of people also wanted free alcohol). This meant that Stu was left to
there for a couple of drinks and to watch the action, do the clean up by himself as the boys were too
with Fairweather also there to heckle whoever he
distracted. Lordy did his best to creep her out by
felt like. With a mixture of professional players and
asking if she would like to see the change rooms. As
rookies sitting down it was always going to be an
the night finished Hubble was keen to hit the town
interesting night. Scotty O kept Greg Clark
and headed into the city, unfortunately he took
entertained all night with some interesting card play Lordy with him and they couldn’t get in anywhere
along with some perplexing conversation. JaJa was but Crown. This resulted in his first night out in the
the first person knocked out but did buy back in only city being limited to the Blackjack tables.
to get knocked out again (all up he bought back in 4
times), while Willy D was the first person to be
knocked out and not buy back in. After several
hours of play we were down to the final table. This
consisted of last year’s winner Danny Martin, Ken
McNabb, Honie, Stu andGareth Croft. In the end

Trivia Quizzia
This season, each Log edition will include 5 When do it happen questions. Answers in the next Log.
To make things more interesting - the first player to give me all five correct answers, on Saturday after the scores, will be awarded a free drink
from the bar.

When did it Happen?


The Great Gatsby is published



Saddam Hussein is sentenced to death by hanging for crimes against humanity.



Walt Disney’s animated film Fantasia premieres.



A new totally synthetic fibre called nylon is introduced.



The first Grand Theft Auto video game is released.

Answers from the Round 4 Log: 1982, 1981, 1962, 1984, July 1969. - AND NO FREE DRINK AWARDED !!
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PLAINUM SPONSOR

JC Consulting Pty Ltd ‘The Boutique Financial Planners’ are proud to continue their long association with the Nunawading Cricket Club. At JC
Consulting we provide highly personalized advice and solutions tailored to your specific financial situation. This may include Long-Term
Planning and Financial Modelling, Lump Sum & Regular Investing, Wealth Accumulation as well as Estate Planning.
Specific Services provided by JC Consulting:
Superannuation Planning
Asset Allocation

Investment Selection
Investment Research

Direct Managed Investments

Retirement Planning

Wealth Accumulation

Centrelink Advice & Assistance

Taxation Planning

Redundancy Planning

Estate Planning

Risk Insurances

Debt Management

Retirement Income Streams

Did You Know?
The share markets here and overseas have the greatest impact on your superannuation returns. It has been a trying year and some negative
returns have been seen. But occasional bouts of negative returns are the price we have to pay for the higher returns growth assets provide
over the time. Switching to cash may make sleeping at night easier when markets are falling, but it’s likely to ensure lower long term returns.
The key is to adopt an appropriate long term strategy and stick to it!

Contact Us
For those who are unaware, JC Consulting is owned and operated by Jason Cutrupi. Jason is a 7 year veteran of Nunawading Cricket Club
and is a true ‘Nuna-boy’ in every sense. To make an appointment to see Jason please contact JC Consulting on:
Ph: 03 9827 7211
Fax: 03 9827 6211
Email: info@jcconsulting.com.au
Jason is offering members of the extended Nuna CC family a financial assessment at no charge. So why not give him a call and get
him to give your finances the ‘once over’. If you have a family and are concerned about how they would cope financially if you died
or were temporarily or permanently incapacitated, you should call straight away.
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Coaching Corner
Time to start getting somewhat technical. Nunawading have a lot of blokes who do well with this, a
very handy tool to have in any bowlers arsenal.
Seam bowling
Seam bowling is again a rather confusing category in isolation, as any fast bowler will make use of the
seam on the ball in some way. However, defined strictly, a seam bowler is anyone that bowls the ball
directly onto its seam to cause deviation off the pitch.
The logic for this is easily understood. A cricket ball is not a perfect sphere - the stitching on the seam
(which joins the pieces of leather) is raised and the irregularity means that a bowler can create sideways
movement if it bounces on the pitch. The stock delivery for the seam bowler is therefore one with the
seam upright and the ball moving around its horizontal axis to ensure the seam faces the batsman
vertically at all times.
The minor deviation which can result is often the difference between a nick from the batsman and a
regulation defensive stroke. Australia’s Glenn McGrath, in particular, was a master at this art and,
generally speaking, seam bowling is the preserve of medium fast or fast medium bowlers. The importance
of retaining good line and length means that speed is usually of secondary importance; otherwise the
movement could only make an easy attacking shot even easier.
There are also variations on the stock ball. By holding the seam in different ways, it is possible to
experiment with the movement off the pitch:

Off cutter - Achieved by keeping the first finger on top of the seam with the thumb directly underneath
(also gripping the seam) and the middle finger down the right hand side of the ball (if right-handed). By
changing the grip, the spin placed on the ball is altered and so too is the movement off the pitch. When
facing a right-handed batsman, the movement will be from the off-side to the leg-side (hence the name off
cutter, as it cuts away from the off-side). Former greats like England’s Fred Trueman and Waqar Younis
were particularly effective with the off cutter.
Leg cutter - Moving from the leg-side to the off-side in contrast to the off cutter, the technique for
achieving a leg cutter is naturally the opposite to the off cutter. If you are a right-handed bowler, grip the
seam with the first finger and the thumb and place the middle finger down the left hand side of the ball.
The small movement away from the batsman will increase the chances of a nick on the ball, making it an
excellent wicket-taking delivery for the seam bowler.
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Match Reports - First XI

Nunawading 8/137 (cc) def by Templestowe 8/140
Paul Harrison

56

Karan Chandra

22

Glenn Scales

3/28

Neil Parker

2/20

Playing at home against top side Templestowe we won the toss and elected to bat. With a ring field set,
slow on the spot bowlers with a slow outfield the going was tough and we found ourselves 2/17 off the first
10 over’s. Harro and Monty got together and put on a partnership until Monty was out for 18, Karan then
made 22 and got the score ticking along all while harro was at the other end constantly working away at
putting a score on the board we could defend. Harro was out in the final over’s for a well made 56 this
helping us post 137, harros innings was one we can all learn from about what it takes to build an innings
when setting a total unfortunately he didn’t have enough mates.
Falling short of the total we were hoping to achieve we needed a good start yet found ourselves on the
back foot as the score moved along to 0/42 off the first 10. Scales then fired up taking three quick wickets
getting us back in the game wickets fell steadily yet we were always behind the eight ball. Wiggle bowled
a good spell taking 2/20 Sproule again bowled tight with 1/14 of 7.3 over’s yet it wasn’t enough as
Templestowe passed us with 4 balls to spare in the end the difference being disciplined bowling. We gave
Templestowe 25 extras which included 20 wides and 2 no balls not a good result after only receiving the 3
extras in our innings with such a small total to defend.
Next week we move on to playing super kings which is now a must win for the club to keep our finals
hopes alive.
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PLATINUM SPONSOR

The Club are delighted to announce the support of a new sponsor, Bendigo Bank,
Blackburn South Branch.
The Bank is located in the Blackburn South strip shops at 134 Canterbury Rd,
Blackburn South.

Any Club families or friends looking for home loans, personal loans or other finance
options are advised to please contact Peter Grierson as per below.
Please mention that you are from Nuna and Pete will look after you.
Peter Grierson I Branch & Business Development Manager
Blackburn South Community Bank® Branch of Bendigo Bank 134 Canterbury Rd
I Blackburn South Vic 3130
P: 03 9894 8467 I F: 03 9894 7862 I
E: peter.grierson@bendigobank.com.au
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Match Report - Second XI

Nunawading 8/135 (cc) def Templestowe 110
Dave Cowell

18

Will Dalton

4/21

Steve Morilly

37

Mick McKay

2/12

Will Dalton

13

The two’s travelled to a far far far far far away place called Templestowe to take on another of the
undefeated teams. The day started well by winning the toss and batting.
Our innings got off to a poor start losing Scotty Millar early before Dave Cowell and Nath Larkins steadied
the ship working hard against some quality discipline bowling before Nath fell just before drinks for a hard
earned 15. Unfortunately after drinks we had a mini collapse losing Dave Heath Nick and C.J (to a
questionable LBW decision) all in relatively quick fashion to leave us at 6/77 with 10 overs to go where
Steve and Mick put on a timely partnership of 38 (Mick only contributed 9) before Mick was caught and
Steve was bowled for an exceptional 37.
Some glorious late order hitting from Willy D and a spectacular square drive from Lordy got us to a very
respectable total of 8/135. An excellent batting display considering the high quality of the bowling.
After weeks of nagging and some late night text messages Mick finally gave in and gave Scotty o the new
ball, where he did an outstanding job bowling 10 overs straight keeping things tight allowing us to attack
with the wind.
Scott ended up with 10 overs 0/17 but played an important role in reducing Templestowe to 3/55 at drinks.
After drinks wickets fell regularly with Templestowe eventually being bowled out for 110 with the star of
the show Willy D taking a brilliant 4/21 while being backed up by Mick 2/12, C.J 1/28 Steve 1/26 Nick 1/5
and a bizarre run out.
Overall an outstanding team effort with everyone playing some kind of important roll.
We are now the only undefeated team in the grade and looking forward to hopefully going to Christmas
still undefeated.

MOM Will Dalton
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Match Reports - Third XI

Nunawading 7/193 def Heatherdale 9/144
Kev Rose’meyer

68

Santa Claus aka C Joshi

4/25

Stu Hamilton

58

Ken McNabb

2/32

After rain made us miss out on a well deserved victory over the top side, we needed to win against the
third side to put us back on track to making the finals. We won the toss and batted first ( no surprise
there!)
Stu and Paddy got us off to a solid start with 38 for the first wicket. Stu and I then put on 111 in the next 20
overs to put us in a strong position. Stu was out for a well made 58. Everyone chipped in and we finished
up with a very competitive 7/193.
We should have got off to a flying start but their captain was under the belief that if a ball pitched outside
off stump then a batsmen could not be given out even though it would then have smashed into the pads in
front of middle stump. Max tried to explain the rules to him in his usual calm collected way but had no luck.
We bowled less short stuff than them and though they were 1 /76, it took them 22 overs to get there.
Once a blinder had been taken in slip to get the second wicket, Ken and Chirag worked their way through
the middle order.
We were playing one of our traditional rivals. A lot of the old timers of the club would be familiar with Tom
Anderson's ability to talk and talk. Most of us take no notice of it. But he certainly fired up Chirag.
When Chirag bowled him he sent him on his way with a venomous "Merry Christmas".
So my advice to all of you is not to fire up us Indians. You never know what sort of vitriol will come back
your way. We all enjoyed Chirag getting fired up and enjoyed even more a good team win with
contributions from everyone.
MOM Kev Rose’meyer
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Match Report - Fourth XI

Nunawading 8/143 def Forest Hill 135
Luke Croft

54

Derek Clark

4/35

Glenn Turner

33

Paul Bradley

2/14

This was a game that we needed to win to stay in touch with the top 4 teams.
Poor weather affected a result the previous game that we believed would have returned 6 points.
Forest Hill asked us to bat first and our start was not what was required in a one day game.
1-49 after 20 overs was very slow, and while we had wickets up our sleeve at the back end of the innings,
it put pressure on all remaining batsmen. Our score of 143 was primarily due to the innovative batting by
Luke Croft 54 and another cameo from Glenn Turner 33.
Forest Hill had an opening bowler who was very difficult to score off, but our top order really need to look
to work the singles and turn the strike.
Our fielding innings commenced reasonably well having Forest Hill 3-34 early.
A partnership then ensued that took Forest Hill to 3-92 very quickly and as there plenty of overs remaining
the game was slipping away from us.
Enter Derek the Destroyer Clark for his second spell.
3-92 quickly became 6-92 and momentum in this game had changed again.
A wicket to Grant Croft and Paul Bradley, a brilliant run out by Rob Legg and Forest Hill were 9 wickets
down still requiring 8 runs.
Grant Croft off, Luke Croft on, one ball, stumps hideous mess on the ground.
Nunawading win!!!!.
Special mention to Derek Clark for his great bowling, his venomous sledging of a 13 year old opposition
player, but also for bringing afternoon tea to an away game.
I also need to acknowledge that our fielding was once again pretty good with some pressure catches
taken at critical moments in the game.
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Match Reports - Fifth XI

One Day

Nunawading 5/127 def Templestowe 119
John O’Neill

28

Tony Donlon 3/30

Dylan Jellett

24

Aaron Willan 2/13

Match Reports - T20

Nunawading 79 def by Nuna Church of Christ 2/149
Bhrags

20

Karan

19

Karan

2

Coming off a good to win Park Orchards we headed out confident of another victory against Nuna C of C
at what is a very small oval at Kalang Reserve.
There were a few changes with Willy D and Dylan coming into the side. We lost the toss and were asked
to bowl first. Bhrags and Kman opened the bowling and after 4 overs Kman had taken both wickets and
they were 2/28.
However it was all downhill from there with their number 3 and 4 batsman both making 60 odd and putting
on a 121 run partnership.
This was not helped by our bowling which was way to short and our fielding which was quite poor. Willy D
was probably the worse in the field falling over twice while attempting to take a catch. The small Nuna
crowd actually described his efforts as looking like Scotty O, which was quite ironic as he was wearing a
pair of Scotty O’s cricket shoes.
The only positive to come out of our effort with the ball was how well Hubble and Bhrags bowled at the
end. The bowled a good tight line and managed to keep Nuna C of C below 150. A score we thought we
could easily chase down on such a small ground.
Our effort with the bat however was no better. Hubble again tried to block out a maiden from the first over,
I think he scored of the 4th ball, and then Gareth decided to run himself out for a diamond duck off the last
ball of the first over.
From there it just went down hill with their opening bowler being on a hat trick. Monty was the lucky
batsman to face the hat trick ball and decided to charge the bowler and hit him for a single to mid off.
Then our designated batsman Wiggle thought he could have just as much success as Monty by charging
the bowler. However Wiggle decided to charge the bowler and block the ball, unfortunately he missed the
ball and was stumped for a duck.
Kman and Bhrags were the only batsman to bat in a partnership and put on 30 odd. Kman (19 runs) hit
some nice shots with his boys bat while Bhrags (top scorer with 20) worked the ball around nicely.
In the end our top order collapse cost us and we were all out for 79 of 18 overs.
Our next game is next Tuesday the 13th against Eley Park at Eley Park.
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MAJOR SPONSOR

Pre-Purchase Inspections and Reports for a range of residential properties.
New Homes-plan checks-progress inspections-pre handover and warranty checks.
:Structural
:Pest
:Plumbing & Electrical Inspections.
Free Quotes.
Contact Ian on 1300421161.
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Milo in2CRICKET Program

Our in2CRICKET program will run on the following dates:
Registration Day:
Registration on Saturday August 27 at 12:00 pm or Friday
October 21 at 6:00 pm (BBQ dinner etc provided) followed by
a practice run, particularly for the new players.
First Session:
Milo in2CRICKET will be back, bigger and better than ever.

Friday October 28 at 6:30 pm (runs for approx 1 hour)
The MILO in2CRICKET program is run as an introductory cricket
program for boys and girls aged 5 to 10 years old. The program
looks to educate children in a range of fundamental motor skills
important to children’s development such has hitting, catching,
throwing, running, balance and co-ordination for varying individual
skill and age levels. Important social skills including teamwork, cooperation, communication, and fair play are also desired outcomes
of the program.

Last Session in 2011:
Friday December 16
First Session in 2012:
Friday January 27, at 6:30 pm

This season, all participants receive:

Last Session:

A structured 14 week program which seeks to provide each
participant with the opportunity to develop cricket skills, physical
Friday February 24
fitness, social skills, sportsmanship and understanding of the game
of cricket.
An exciting giveaway pack exclusive to the program which includes
a cricket bat, cricket ball, hat, T-shirt, activity book, Sticker Stumps,
MILO and more.
By being involved in the MILO in2CRICKET program, children
begin the Cricket Australia pathway and may one day become a
Test star.

Junior Coaches
Each team requires a cricket coach to provide group and 1-1 coaching
and game development at practice times and mentoring, umpiring, onfield assistance on match days. This is a vital role that will help ensure
our cricketers play to the best of their ability. All coaches should be
Cricket Australia Level 1 certified and have Working With Children
clearance. The Club will sponsor budding coaches on Level 1 training
(1 day plus a few hours web based learning) and these sessions are
taking place now.
Please let Darren or David know if you can help out.

PLEASE HELP IF YOU CAN
If anyone feels they can offer something to the junior club whether it
be as a team manager, committee member, fund raiser, BBQ chef,
scorer, coach or helper at training or on game day or otherwise please
let us know. Team managers will be required for all junior teams.
Key Contacts
David Cowell

Junior Manager

0438 569 822

Darren Wharton

Coaching Manager

0417 367 426

Paul Aspen

Secretary

0425 794 104

Derek Clark

Treasurer

0429 380 273
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SILVER SPONSOR

NORTH MELBOURNE
Rydges North Melbourne, conveniently located close to the Melbourne CBD, is simple, fresh and stylish. As you step inside the hotel the
minimalist lines and earthy toned suede furnishings welcome guests. The hotel is the closest Rydges property to the airport with facilities
including Polo Café & Bar, an outdoor heated pool, sauna, three conference rooms bathed in natural light and ample free undercover parking
for guests.
Rydges North Melbourne Guest Facilities :
Pool

Laundry Service

Parking

Conference Facilities

Internet Facilities

Room Service

Non-smoking rooms

24-Hour Reception

Disabled Facilities

Ensuite Rooms

Minibar in rooms

High Speed & Secure Internet Access

Cnr Harker Street & Flemington Road North Melbourne VIC 3051

www.rydges.com
Reservations
Aus: 1300 857 922
reservations_rydges@rydges.com

SILVER SPONSOR

Unit 10 / 11 Mary Street
Blackburn VIC 3130
Telephone: 03 9894 1869
Fax: 03 9894 2029
Cricket Retail
Maddocks is operated by cricketers, for cricketers
Maddocks Sports Blackburn specialise in cricket equipment, and have been experts in the industry for nearly 20 years. We stock all types of
cricket equipment, and an enormous range of cricket accessories.
Quite simply, if it's cricket, we're sure to have it.
Trophies
Maddocks Sports Blackburn - The Trophy Experts
At Maddocks, we can provide all sorts of trophies. No matter what the sport, no matter what the occasion, and no matter the size of the order,
we can help. Whether it is end of season trophies for your cricket, football or baseball teams, or just a one off trophy for a corporate game or
golf weekend, we can help.

www.maddockssports.com.au
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BROZE SPONSOR

Dench Meat and Chicken have been supporting our club for over 10 years by donating the meat raffles.
We encourage all members and families to support them in return by making Dench's your family butcher.
They are located at Shop M15, 270 Canterbury Rd, Forest Hill
Tel: 9877 5665

ONE DAY SPONSORS

www.powers.com.au

www.archiclad.com.au

